
Chiastozygus platyrhethum HILL, 1976 
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1971, Chiastozygus litterarius (GORKA) Manivit, p. 92 (partim.), pl. 4, figs. 2, 3, non figs. 1, 

4, 5. These Doct. d'Etat Fac. Sci. d'Orsay. 

Figs. 4-6, 17- Chiastozygus platyrhethum n. sp., 4-6) Holotype, UCLA 38295, Loc. No. 6273-j, 

HTL6281c, Grayson Marl; 4 If; 5 hf; 6 xn. 17) Isotype, UCLA 38433, Loc. No. 6273-j, 

HTL6281c, Grayson Marl, distal view. Scale bar = 3 micron. 

Description: 

This species has an elliptical rim (eccentricity 1.3-1.4) which has smooth to serrate 

inner and outer margins. Two faint rim cycles may be distinguished when viewed 

with transmitted light. The open central area occupies about 65 percent of the 

longest diameter of the coccolith and is spanned by a central cross, the arms 

of which are oriented symmetrically about the principal axes of the ellipse. The 

crossbars and the rim are approximately equal in width. When viewed under 

crossed nicols, a straight extinction gyre bisects each arm of the cross and extends 

from the rim to the center of the coccolith. 

Size: Maximum diameter 10 'f1m. 

Derivation of name: Platys from the Greek meaning "broad" or "flat" + rhethos 

from the Greek meaning "limb" or "arm". 

Remarks: 

This species differs from C. litterarius by having broad crossbars which are nearly 

equal in width to the rim, rather than arms narrower than the rim; and by 

having straight extinction gyres which bisect the crossbars, rather than curved 

noncentrally located extinction gyres (under crossed nicols). 

Type level: 

Lower Albian-Cenomanian. 

Occurrence: This species is present in all of the Fredericksburg and Washita 

formation studied herein. 
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